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From the new Key Performance Indicators reporting method?
The BSA National Office has changed the format and information offered in its monthly membership
reports. The new report, or KPI, is a management report on Key Performance Indicators. In the old
report, membership numbers for Cubs, Boy Scouts, Varsity, Venturing, and Exploring were
consolidated and provide in a year-to-date and year-ago format. Included in the information was the %
of total available youth (TAY) served by Scouting, number of registered adult leaders in each category
as well as the number of registered units.

This monthly report was available for the National Office, each of the 4 Regions, all the Areas, and
every local council. A quick survey of the report could give a sense of the health of Scouting as
reflected by youth membership, adult leaders, units, and especially by % TAY, which is essentially
market share. Because it gave detailed membership information, it was possible to see trends in Cub
Scouting, Boy Scouting, Venturing, and even Exploring, which is considered non-traditional
membership because of its relaxed membership standards.
Effective with the July, 2014 monthly report, a new format called a Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
Report has replaced the old one dimensional form. The new report gives much better management
information and shows year-to-date as well as one-year-ago and two-year-ago data giving a better view
of trends. In addition to membership data, new units, and retention information, the new report includes

Cub Scout and Boy Scout Advancements-to-date. This new measure, along with total membership
status, provides additional insight into the health of the Cub and Boy Scout programs. With three years
of data on each report, it is possible to view trends in membership and participation (as measured by
advancement activity). This helps explain the recent obsession with advancement within Venturing
which resulted in a completely new Venturing advancement structure.
The new KPI report has a lot of valuable information. It is a step forward in management reporting and
indicates that our professional leadership is going to have the tools to better manage the organization.
The problem with better metric tools is that they often focus managers too much on whatever is being
measured at the expense of other important parameters. In this case, the tools will focus on
advancement, new units, adult leader training, and unit retention. Total membership, market share,
youth retention, council net assets, and "units per commissioner" are also reported in fine print at the
bottom of the report.

What is not in focus is Venturing membership, which is buried in the Boy Scout Membership numbers.
It is true that total Venturing Membership is broken out in the fine print at the bottom of the report, but it
is also true that Venturing is no longer reported at the local council level. All of this leads to two likely
conclusions:
1. Advancement has become very, very important as a measure of the quality of program, and
2. Venturing membership as a stand-alone metric is no longer emphasized.

The emphasis on advancement makes sense for Cubs and Boy Scouts since the structure of those
programs can be effectively measured by the amount of advancement participation of youth members.
This is not the case in Venturing, and historically young people of Venturing and Exploring age have
been uninterested in and unwilling to participate in "advancement". History is about to repeat itself in
the Young Adult program, as it did in the 1950's when the original Ranger, Air Ace, and Silver Awards
were dropped due to non-participation. This happened again in the 1971 when the Exploring Method
for earning Eagle was dropped and has happened once again with the dropping of Bronze-Gold-Silver,
for the same reason, low participation. It remains to be seen what "remedial" measures will be taken if
the new ALPS program does not lead to higher participation numbers, but if history is a guide, it is not
going to be pleasant or constructive.
The fact that Venturing membership statistics are now lumped in with Varsity and Boy Scout numbers is
extremely telling. It is either an effort to obscure the extreme failure of the Venturing Program over the
past 6 years, or it is a demotion of the program to lesser status like that of Varsity, or both. Venturing
membership now stands 50,000 youth lower than it did on the day of its inception in 1998. The current
membership number of 134,775 is also significantly less than half of the peak number of 293,323 in
2002. What's of equal concern is the fact that almost half of our current Venturing members are 16-18
year old young men of the LDS Church who are, for the most part, done with Scouting and are finishing
up their preparation for their 2 year Mission. This is in no way meant to be critical of the LDS Church
or the fine way it uses Scouting to raise its young men. All of us could take a lesson in youth
programming from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Their Venturing Program, however,
is unlike that of other churches or of other chartered organizations. It is not coeducational, and it is not
usually focused on typical adventure activities. If there is any rank advancement, it is focused on the
Trail to Eagle which had been started by these 16-17 year olds when they were 12-13 year old Boy
Scouts and later 14-15 year old Varsity Scouts.
What this leaves us with is about 75,000 Venturers who are participating in what might be called
traditional Crews. In July, there were more Career Explorers than there were "traditional" Venturers.
This is significant because Exploring fell into obscurity almost immediately after it was spun off into the
Learning for Life Corporation in 1998. With a single professional staff member at the National Office,
and with no incentive within the local councils to support it, Exploring has dropped from over 300,000
members before the split to 77,325 today. Venturing has suffered almost as much in a much shorter
time, and now that there is no management focus at the national or the local level, it is likely to continue
its plunge.
In the meantime, we have a very well thought out Advancement Scheme for Venturing, but no plan for
rebuilding the program in order to offer that scheme or Venturing to more teens. The vision statement
"The Boy Scouts of America will prepare every eligible youth in America to become a responsible,
participating citizen and leader who is guided by the Scout Oath and Law" means that we intend to offer
our programs to every "eligible" American young person. Apparently we don't mean "every eligible"
teenager.
It is a mystery, or a secret, why Venturing has received such short shrift over the past decade. After a
burst of enthusiasm and activity which led to a huge surge in membership followed by years of neglect,
we seem to be abandoning our older teens altogether. If Venturing and Career Exploring were rebuilt to
their former glory days, their membership would comprise a quarter of the total youth membership of
BSA and would push our total member back above 2 million. As cynical as it sounds, failing to attempt
this may be because of a well-known problem that our local councils have struggled with for decades.
The families of teens do not contribute to Scouting with the same enthusiasm as younger families do.

Venturing Crews and Explorer Posts are notorious for not participating in Friends of Scouting
campaigns and rarely sell popcorn as a fund raiser. If someone could solve this problem and find a way
for older Scouts to contribute to the cost of delivering Scouting in local communities, I predict that both
Venturing and Exploring would suddenly become much more important. After all is said and done, this
whole dilemma may come down to the almighty dollar.

